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ALL MENTALY UNFIT KNOX COUNTY INMATES MOVED TO  

IDHS HOSPITALS IN ADVANCE OF CONTEMPT HEARING 
 

Knox County State’s Attorney Jeremy S. Karlin previously filed five petitions 
in circuit court seeking to hold the Illinois Department of Human Services in 
contempt for failing to allow the transport of defendants previously found unfit to 
stand trial to IDHS mental health hospitals. After State’s Attorney Karlin filed the 
petitions, Associate Circuit Judge Curtis Lane issued orders directing the IDHS 
Secretary to appear in court on August 4, 2022 to show cause why she should not be 
held in contempt for willfully failing to obey transport orders. Since the issuance of 
Judge Lane’s orders, IDHS finally permitted the Knox County Sheriff to transport 
all five unfit defendants to IDHS mental health hospitals - the latest being 
transported four hours before the hearing was to commence.   

 
As a result of IDHS’s compliance, Judge Lane vacated his orders at the 

August 4th hearing, determining that the issue was now moot. At that hearing, 
Judge Lane stated that he would not hesitate to sign orders in the future should 
IDHS fail to timely comply with Illinois law.  

 
State’s Attorney Karlin made the following statement: 
 
“The system of ensuring mental health treatment for unfit defendants 
appears to be broken. It should not take the threat of contempt to 
obtain approval for transportation of these individuals to IDHS mental 
health hospitals. There needs to be sufficient resources allocated for 
additional beds and staff so IDHS can meet its statutory obligations. 
The current situation is a disservice to the people in need of mental 
health care, the victims in these cases who must wait for resolution, 
jail staff whose own safety is jeopardized, and the taxpayers who 
should rightfully expect state agencies to comply with their duties in a 
timely manner.” 


